Maximum precision.
Prema Versomat Coin

• Self-service machine for paying in coins

in bank counter areas
• Ofﬂine operation
• Developed and manufactured in Switzerland
• High-resolution 7-inch display screen for

customer guidance
• Double-checking mechanism ensures

maximum counting accuracy
• Horizontal transport system guarantees

coins are sorted precisely
• Equipped with eight large coin holders

• Easy to empty using a coin carriage

Prema Versomat Coin
The new self-service deposit machine for coins.
The new self-service deposit machine for coins from PREMA
combines proven Swiss precision and quality with cuttingedge technology. With its large capacity and a high level of
availability, this standalone solution frees up your customer
advisors considerably.
PREMA Cash Handling Systems stands for high quality and
innovation. Developed and manufactured at the company’s
headquarters in Oftringen, the Versomat Coin is operated
ofline and guarantees maximum availability.
It is placed in the foyer of the bank and thus does not require
any costly structural modiications. Customers are credited for
the amount they have paid in on presentation of the receipt
printed by the machine.
Operating the Versomat Coin is
extremely easy and self-explanatory. Moreover, a modern 7-inch
display screen guides customers
step-by-step through the deposit
process. Eight large-capacity coin
holders collect the coins that are
paid in by the customers and
which are counted and sorted

by denomination by the PREMA machine. Staff at the bank
counter can empty the machine as and when required by
opening its lockable front doors.
Coins are counted based on two independent checking criteria
(alloy and diameter). The method used to sort the coins is also
extremely reliable thanks to tried-and-tested PREMA technology using a horizontal transport system.

If you have any questions or would like any more information on the products and services of PREMA Cash Handling
Systems, please feel free to contact us at any time.
Why not get a non-binding quote for a PREMA
Versomat Coin today?

PREMA Cash Handling Systems
Tychbodenstr. 9 · CH-4665 Oftringen

Tel. +41 62 788 44 22
info@prema.ch · www.prema.ch

